Four Regulars Lost with Purple Contest
MURPHY, ALEXANDER, OBREIN AND NEY FEKISH
Players Who Tllish Among Greatest of Iowa Athletes-Hanson's Best Guards

Saturday's contest with Northwestern will mark the passing of some of the greatest players who ever donned the purple and gold. Hawley's great end, probably the greatest individual whose name will be linked with the football history of Iowa and who has already done as much for the university as with the team, and the friendship and work of James N. Buckly, the great tackle who has been a household word, and probably Murphy, the great right guard who has been one of the most consistent players in the history of the team, will also pass out of Iowa athletics.

These three men, Murphy, Murphy and Alexander, represent the cream of the last three years. Probably no more faithful nor consistent players have ever represented the university, and in nearly all cases, each made the team in his first year, and has hardly missed a game since then. Each made the team in the season of 1909, when John O'Brien's men put in a year of ups and downs; they were on the crest and winning honors in nearly every instance, and they have fought on this season's greater, though less fortunate, fortunes. They will be remembered as long as Iowa pays athletic teams.

Murphy, with a great right school record behind him, has been of unusual value to the team throughout. Finishing this work, his work has been of a more irregular and uneven type, but he has been a constant. In the last two contests, with Purdue and Army, his attack has been the deciding factor, and he has shown a wonderful. He will be playing his last game Saturday in poor condition but he is expected to show good hand in the Northwestern game in spite of this fact.

O'Brien has made a name throughout the west this fall, his wonderful drop kicks have brought him into prominence, and his accurate passing and general defense have given him the desired position of the best back on the west. He has done dubious Ontario, bringing the game as defensive as it has been for weeks. Murphy has never been outplayed by any Classic he has met. He will be generally missed as an all-westerner this year.

Alexander is the third three-year to the team, and it is doubtful whether a more popular player has ever been any the influent in the record of a student. Like Murphy and O'Brien, he has had a big game in his three years of service, and he has always been a large contributor to the success of his team.

(Continued on Page 4)

IOWA WALTERS TO MAKE CAKE WILL BE RECOGNIZED
NOTRE DAME May Join One of the Big Wrestling
Championships in the West

Wrestling in Iowa is becoming a free issue and is accompanying a great step in the development of wrestling in this state. According to Murphy, "We will not be too long before Iowa is either a member of the Minnesota Valley Athletic Conference in wrestling, for this is the year that we may place our last football game for Iowa in the Northwestern K. G. A., and in the case of the Minnesota Valley Athletic Conference, our record in this sport must be so good that we may be able to gain admission into that conference."

The only basis for admission to that conference is to have a team that has won the championship in the state, and it is expected that the committee will provide the means of making a larger crowd in the auditorium with 70 per cent or more of the football team available to those of us who are with the university as well as with the team in this state."

Dean W. J. Tenney has a great deal to say about the meeting. All the bases on the football team will be worked out in favor of such a movement and a meeting of all those interested will be called at the first meeting of the season to discuss the matter, and that the conference will be the best possible basis for the University of the Iowa.

It is obvious that the last football team has won the championship in the state, and it is expected that the committee will provide the means of making a larger crowd in the auditorium with 70 per cent or more of the football team available to those of us who are with the university as well as with the team in this state."

VETERANS PLAYERS TO FEATURE
PROGRAM

Who Was First Last Games Saturday
Make Last Musts at Mass Meeting Tonight

[Continued from II] Since the natural sciences conferences, the advanced students in the school of education will meet to give a social reception. The reception will be given on some for weeks for this special event, and no pains have been spared to make it a social event that will be worth the attention.

The social is entitled to the following program, which is as follows:

(a) "Money..."
(b) Thomas...
(c) "Sylvia?"
(d) "Cretan"
(e) "Idyllio"
(f) "Una"
(g) "Valse"
(h) "Unfinished"
(i) "Scart Dance"
(j) "HLLETT"
(k) "Ballet"
(l) "Mitter"
(m) "Danse"
(n) "Elsie"
(o) "Mitter"
(p) "Ballet"
(q) "Anita"
(r) "Ballet"
(s) "Elsie"
(t) "Mitter"
(u) "Ballet"
(v) "Anita"
(w) "Ballet"
(x) "Mitter"
(y) "Ballet"
(z) "Ballet"

ROSY

COFFEE POT Long Street

Early this morning a fire of considerable magnitude broke out in the coffee pot long street and destroyed some of the buildings. The fire was discovered by the inhabitants early this morning and the buildings were saved. The fire was caused by the failure of the renter's stove. The buildings were saved by the quick action of the fire department. The fire was caused by the failure of the renter's stove. The buildings were saved by the quick action of the fire department.
Coldren Opera House

Monday, November 27
H. H. Frazer and Geo. W. Ledger, Present
Richard (Himself)
15 Song Hits

In the Big Musical Seekpacheese JUMPING JUPITER

With
EDNA WALLACE HOPPER
(Specialty Engaged)

An Excellent Company of SOME GIRLS
Prices 50c-75c-$1.00-$1.50
SEATs ON SALE FRIDAY AT 10 A. M.

TRY THOMAS
For Hunting Goods
On the Corner

Marshall-O'Brien-Worten Co.
116 Iowa Avenue

Dental Supplies...

GEORGE D. BARTH, Grocer

We have always been of the opinion that donations should be the all important characteristic of a Grocery Store. Our array of customers have come to understand this and we attribute much of our success in the Grocery Business to our efforts in this direction.

Why not buy your Groceries at the store which will give the best of everything and saves you money at the same time.

The Pure Food Emporium
6 and 8 South Dubuque Street

WHAT
WHEN
WHY
RAINS
ORM SHETH

l

Wear one of Max Mayer's London Suits - Ons.

They Keep
You Dry
And They
Kill the Chill.

Prices
$3.75 and up.

They are Just the Thing
For the College Man.

A Sure
Way To
Get Good
Work.
Send
Your Laundry To The
C. O. D.

OWENS & GREAMAN, Prop.

Phone 163
215-215 Iowa Avenue

All the Lunch Dainties
Olives, Biscuits of All Kinds, Fresh Fruits and Vegetables

Grundrath
The Busy Grocer
Phone 99 129 S. Dubuque St.

Peoples' Steam Laundry

C. J. TOMS, Prop.
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NEW LITERARY FIELD

With the tremendous growth of the moving picture business a new field of literary nature has been opened up which should not fail to attract efforts, especially of that of the university student. Nearly every college now in the moving picture show presents miniature plays or skits, which, almost needless to state, requires a manuscript. This play is in writing identical in the same as any other, the parts are committed to memory and the whole thing is done in the same manner, except that it is a photographic manuscript.

It is in the writing of these plays for films that is to be found a pleasant and diverting way of developing your creative talent of a creative nature. Moreover, the work should have considerable appeal from its more artistic and financial standpoint. It can be made exceedingly lucrative. There are literally millions of films made annually. These require a distinct situation, a separate play. It is said by a certain film manufacturer in the city of Phil- adelphia that one out of every hundred manuscripts submitted for consideration is accepted. When the fact is considered that but an almost infinitesimal fraction of the great number of so-called legitimate plays is deemed worthy of purchase and use, this opportunity for the budding writer is worthy of more than passing consideration. As it is apparent there is no one quite so well qualified for this field as a person who has gained some skill in the various forms of composition in this respect the university student is well fitted. The attempt might repay the effort. It is at least worth a trial.

Dorus and Motion to Play

The latter-day football game scheduled between the Johns and Johns for last Monday, night was postponed on account of the wet field. "The managers of the two teams will hold a meeting to-day and decide at what time this game will be play-
played. There is much enthusiasm in these two college and the feeling is so great that a game is demanded. The J. A. team has disbanded and will play no more games this season.

BUSINESS LOCALS

FOR RENT—Rooms at 15 East Harrison street. Two million, steam heat. Four houses to choose from.

FOR RENT.—Large modern front room, $10. One large modern room for $7. 101 East Washington St.

FOR RENT—Large furnished home, for one person. 16 months. Also modern eight-room house. Inquiries 4 Prairie St.

FOR RENT—Large furnished home, for one person. Two months. Also modern eight-room house. Inquiries 4 Prairie St.

FOUNO—A Moose souvenir pin. Donor call at Iowa office.

WHEN IT
RAIN S OR
SLEETS
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NEW LITERARY FIELD

With the tremendous growth of the moving picture business a new field of literary nature has been opened up which should not fail to attract effort, especially of that of the university student. Nearly every college now in the moving picture show presents miniature plays or sketches, which, almost needless to state, requires a manuscript. This play is in writing identical in the same as any other, the parts are committed to memory and the whole thing is done in the same manner, except that it is a photographic manuscript.

It is in the writing of these plays for films that is to be found a pleasant and diverting way of developing your creative talent of a creative nature. Moreover, the work should have considerable appeal from its more artistic and financial standpoint. It can be made exceedingly lucrative. There are literally millions of films made annually. These require a distinct situation, a separate play. It is said by a certain film manufacturer in the city of Phil- adelphia that one out of every hundred manuscripts submitted for consideration is accepted. When the fact is considered that but an almost infinitesimal fraction of the great number of so-called legitimate plays is deemed worthy of purchase and use, this opportunity for the budding writer is worthy of more than passing consideration. As it is apparent there is no one quite so well qualified for this field as a person who has gained some skill in the various forms of composition in this respect the university student is well fitted. The attempt might repay the effort. It is at least worth a trial.
THE BIJOU

THE ONLY BRIGHT Spot in Town

Richardts

“NUFF SED”

Cafeteria

THE PLACE TO GET MEALS

All good Home Cooking

Regular Meals. Tickets if Desired

Costs no more than old methods

TROY

THE BIJOU

THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY

Pall-Hein Block Washington Street

The Key to Success can be found by attending the S. U. L. - all other keys can be furnished by

SMITH & CLEEK HARDWARE

Paul-Hein Block Washington Street

In this breezy comedy, the idea which Geo. M. Cohan undoubtedly had in his mind when he made over the musical role for the stage.

“Get Rich Quick Wallingford” will be the offering at the Coliseum next evening, Saturday, September 27.

It is, if it deserves of many theatres, a hit; and gives, better than any other line of spring plotting, the qualities) and the strongest element of a score of former musical comedies successful hit for new laughs and continued favor when he comes to the Coliseum on Monday, Nov. 27, in “Jumping Jupiter,” a new musical fable worn out by Carle himself in conjunction with Anthony Brownell. This production has the best vehicle in his repertoire store his most successful! (A Spring Chicken)

Richardts (himself) Carle, he be the young legs, funny, proper woman, and the strongest element of a score of former musical comedies successful hit for new laughs and continued favor when he comes to the Coliseum on Monday, Nov. 27, in “Jumping Jupiter,” a new musical fable worn out by Carle himself in conjunction with Anthony Brownell. This production has the best vehicle in his repertoire store his most successful! (A Spring Chicken)

On October 15th a Manufacturer of Men’s High Class Hand Tailored Clothing shipped a lot of Suits to our different stores that should have been delivered by September 15th. As the season for that class of Clothing was too far advanced we refused to accept them. After a lot of correspondence the manufacturers, rather than have these suits returned to him and left on his hands, CUT THE PRICE about 25 per cent. This we accepted, and beginning today we will place these suits on sale. There are about 100 suits in the first lot made up for our regular trade to sell at $12.75. All new styles in the line desired. TODAY YOU MAY HAVE YOUR CHOICE OF THESE SUITS AT $13.75

The 2nd lot of 75 suits were made to sell at retail to our trade at $20 to $25. No man would want a finer suit than these. The models are new, the materials choice, and to make it still more interesting we’ve added broken lines of OUR HIGH GRADE SUITS ($20 to $25) all unfinished, beginning today you may have your choice of these suits at $16.75

The Golden Eagle

IOWA CITY, IOWA

“UNUSUAL”

And Certainly So At This Time of the Year

Universiy Printing

Offside Play

or Social Play

Call for

SOCIETY PRINTING

There’s only one place in town where they know how to print;

Correct Styles

Correct Prices

Reprinting the Latest

Finest Line of

Cigars, Pipes, Tobacco, Etc., in the City.

Represents dealings of the National and American Leagues.

Fink’s Cigar Store

Get that freshman Party dress. Etc.,

Company A Armory

Saturday Evening, November 25,

Mahan and Ogle Square Orchestra

11-24

Undoubtedly after Thanksgiving. There will be five teams entered this year instead of six as was previously arranged. Eight brigades, men who were to have made up the sixth team, refused that basketball as it is being played today is not attracive enough. This leaves the darts, murders, polo, tennis, and engineering to fail in and the unchampionship. The first game and the inter-departmental schedule will be held the first Friday after Thanksgiving.

The Midweek Meeting

A very good crowd turned out to the Y. M. C. A. mid-week meeting at Class hall last evening, when President William Douglas Hucificate of Hartford Theological Seminary gave an address on the choice of vocation. Mr. Hucificate proved to be a great speaker, and his message was one of considerable interest to all present. He told of the new pathways opening up in lines of social service work; one of the new opportunities which this will take place tomorrow. Paul Collier presided at the meeting.

Daily Talks to Laws

B. C. Daily, of Chicago, is delivering a series of lectures on legal bibliography to the students in the college of law during this week. Mr. Daily has delivered this course in the more prominent law schools from the Atlantic to the Pacific and from northern Minnesota to the Gulf and has met with an enthusiastic reception at all of them.

President Notice

A meeting of all first year men and women of the university will occur Thursday night of the inter-departmental auditors. Every first year male and woman is urged to be present, important.
Free - Free - Free - Free

Worth Reading
This Remarkable Offer for short time only

FOR MEN
$7.50 to $9.00

FOR WOMEN
$6.50 to $8.50

Petitecoat given free with every suit, coat or dress ordered from us, regardless of price.

In order to give the women of this town and community an opportunity, the same as the men, to profit from our wonderful cash purchasing power, and in order to further demonstrate the ability of our cutters and merits of our superior tailoring, we have decided to give each and every suit, coat or dress ordered from us, during the next few days, a $6.50 to $8.50 petitecoat in either silk or the new Japanese knit and silk bottom.

These petticotes will be tailored to your order and individual measure the same as all our other garments.

ALL OUR GARMENTS ARE ALL HAND TAILORED BY MEN AND WE WILL GUARANTEE THE VERY BEST WORKMANSHIP ON EVERY GARMENT THAT IT IS POSSIBLE FOR MONEY AND BRAINS TO PRODUCE.

WE WILL FURTHER GUARANTEE TO GIVE YOU "BETTER STYLE" AND "BETTER FIT" THAN YOU CAN POSSIBLY GET ANYWHERE IN THIS LOCALITY. THIS MAY SEEM A BROAD STATEMENT BUT WE ARE ABLE TO DO SO FOR THE REASON THAT WE ARE THE ONLY TAILORS IN IOWA CITY WHO ARE ORIGINAL DESIGNERS, OWNING OUR OWN FASHION PLATES, ENDORSED BY THE INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION, FROM WHICH WE CUT AND MAKE CLOTHES. THEREFORE WE ARE NOT MERELY THE "COPYIST TAILORS" THAT YOU ORDINARILY FIND IN CITIES OF THIS SIZE.

WHO WOULD YOU PREFER TO MAKE YOUR OUTFIT? AN "ORIGINAL DESIGNER" OR A "COPYIST TAILOR?" OUR GUARANTEE—PERFECT FIT—PERFECT WORKMANSHIP—PERFECT STYLE—PERFECT FABRIC—FIRST CLASS TRIMMINGS. AND IN FACT EVERY GARMENT MUST SATISFY YOU IN EVERY RESPECT OR IT NEED NOT BE ACCEPTED OR A PENNY PAID. COULD A MORE FAIR OFFER BE MADE?

WHY PAY MORE FOR NO BETTER TAILORED CLOTHES? OR, WHY BE A "READY-MADE" "GRAB BAG" DRESSER WHEN WE OFFER YOU THIS OPPORTUNITY?

REMEMBER THIS OFFER IS FOR A FEW DAYS ONLY.

AN EARLY CALL WILL AFFECT YOU VARIETY OF CHOICE. WE EXPECT YOU SOON.

"Pay Less But Dress Better"

SCHAFFER & CO.

126 S. Clinton
St., Iowa City, Iow.

Custom Tailored Garments for Men and Women made to your order and individual measure at ready made prices.

SHAFER'S TAILORING means re-

fined taste, blended with perfection of workmanship and wearing quality. De-

tailed for both men and women.

SHAFER'S STAR TAILORING means re-

fined taste, blended with perfection of workmanship and wearing quality. De-

tailed for both men and women.

FOUR REGULARS LOST
WITH PURPLE COVERING

(Continued from Page 1)

The machine

Tailing For

Men and

Women

SCHAFFER & CO.

126 S. Clinton
St., Iowa City, Iow.

Custom Tailored Garments for Men and Women made to your order and individual measure at ready made prices.